Military Aviation

Jeppesen MilPlanner
Secure, reliable flight planning for every mission.
Jeppesen MilPlanner takes government and military flight planning to the next level by answering the
growing demands and requirements for increasingly diverse aircraft fleets and operating environments for
government and military organizations. MilPlanner’s enhanced rendering, configurable layouts and optimized
routes enable effective and efficient operations of every size, complexity and duration. Jeppesen’s robust
flight planning engine and worldwide NavData®, both industry leaders, power MilPlanner.
Flexible, integrated flight planning.
MilPlanner provides secure, reliable flight planning in any
operating environment.
ee Available as a local or hosted solution.
ee Deploy on a single computer or a complete network for multiple
concurrent users.
ee Disconnected flight planning capability.
ee Ability to import your route of flight into Jeppesen FliteDeck Pro.

Effective missions, efficient planning.
Graphical overlays for increased situational awareness.

Successful missions start here.
MilPlanner includes the following capabilities that support government
and military needs.
ee Customizable templates and layouts to support your unique
mission types and requirements.
ee Multiple scenario analysis for complex missions and
dynamic conditions.
ee New NOTAM filtering capability allows for drill down to a single
NOTAM within MilPlanner.
ee Rules-based actions, alerts and automated workflows for
routine missions.
ee Enhanced rendering and graphical overlays include flight plan
route, NavData, winds, weather, etc.
ee Flight list with time frame filtering for quick access to
relevant flights.

MilPlanner offers the following benefits for your organization.
ee Helps you facilitate successful missions with the greatest
possible efficiency.
ee Minimizes potential mission disruptions and allows you to re-plan
if disruptions occur.
ee Fulfills a wide range of mission and operational requirements to
support your unique mission needs.
ee Lowers operating costs through optimized routes and
automated workflows.
ee Enables safe and effective compliance with complex global
airspace requirements.
ee Allows quick and easy adjustments to mission scope changes.
ee Enables secure sharing of flight critical data and information
across your network.
ee Reduces manual workload through configurable templates
and workflows.
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Total Mission Solution
The power behind every effective mission.
Be everywhere at the best cost, and accomplish a wide range of missions with limited resources in
increasingly complex airspace and dynamic conditions. This is your changing mission environment
and it’s focused on cost control. Jeppesen understands this transition and we can help.
Total Mission Solution is an advanced suite of products and services that enable you to successfully execute
every phase of every mission under any circumstances with increased efficiency and confidence.
ee Centralized command and control enables decentralized
execution.
ee Increased visibility and improved communication among mission
stakeholders.
ee Get the latest aircraft and crew assignments, flight plans, weather,
NOTAMs and diplomatic clearances as part of a complete crewbriefing package.
ee Air-to-ground communication integration provides valuable
real-time information updates.

Execute successful missions.
Jeppesen’s cockpit solutions allow aircrew and dispatchers to share

Jeppesen Total Mission Solution

vital, real-time information as it evolves.

Plan your missions with confidence.
From routine operations to contingency planning, Jeppesen offers
scalable planning solutions to meet your mission needs.
ee Manage all of your missions from start to finish with real-time
visibility in a single, integrated system.

ee Increase situational awareness with real-time information through
the most complete, worldwide, interactive and data-driven EFB
solution – available on Windows and iOS platforms.
ee Access the most prolific, high-quality, worldwide navigation
database and integrate your own electronic charts.

ee Access all of your mission-critical information when and where
you need it.

ee True, worldwide navigation and planning collaboration is assured
through identical data shared between Jeppesen FMC data, EFB,
and flight planning solutions.

ee Streamline redundant tasks through automated
workflows and rules.

ee Re-plan and adjust based on changing mission requirements.

ee Maximize payloads with precise, reliable performance calculations.

Improve future missions.
Mission data analysis leads to future success.

Ensure seamless communication.
From decision support to asset availability, Jeppesen tasking

ee Run predictive airspace, fuel, or mission scenarios and simulations
for better insight into future missions.

solutions turn plans into action.

Learn more about what we offer.
Please contact your Jeppesen Military Aviation Representative for more information about Jeppesen MilPlanner or Total Mission Solution.
Americas: 800.537.7002

Australia: +64.398.118.726

Middle East and Asia: +97.142.134.751

Europe: +44.1293.842.400
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